
The Section of Pedagogic Information and Publisher’s 
 

 
The main tasks of the section: 
 

- running the multimedia centre of pedagogical information specialized in information- 
bibliographical activities 

- development of the pedagogic information base for in-service teaching in our region 
- supporting in information the methodical counsellors 
- organizing activities for professional development of teachers, professional promotion 

and tasks that are part of the strategy of continuing education 
- inspiring educational stuff in our region in the frame of pedagogical innovatory 

activities, promoting the professional experience in our newspaper “Inspirations” 
- publishing didactic materials prepared by staff of ŚCDN, teachers and academic 

teachers. 
 

The structure of The Section of Pedagogic Information and Publisher’s 
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The Section of Pedagogic Information and Publisher’s collects and spreads pedagogical 
information bases for teachers who are improving their work, non-educational staff, 
counsellors. 
The Section of Pedagogic Information and Publisher’s supports the stuff of SCDN in 
preparations of courses and educational initiatives for the educational stuff in the region of 
Świętokrzyskie; prepares thematic biblioghraphy that relies on the newest, selected thematic 
literature, the acts of educational law for the current year, thematic index of actual educational 
subjects that relies on analysis of  the pedagogical newspapers. 
 

ŚCDN LIBRARY 
Access to the actual and reliable information, the capacity of using it is the most important 
value of contemporary firms- ŚCDN identifies itself with that way of thinking and treats it as 
a necessary condition of the quality of an offer for the educational enviorment. 
 

- We have a rich tradition in that field. The ŚCDN Library has been created for over 30 
years and it’s an information base for the staff of our institution, teachers, pedagogic 
superiors, methodical counselors and local authorites. 

- We prefer working with the model of individual consultations that responds to the 
various needs of the user 

- What do we offer to our users?- good orientation in the newest professional literature 
and a direct access to it 

- Not only do we collect but also we disseminate the information about literature of the 
subject that enrich the knowledge of teachers, we support the continuing education and 
professional development. 

- What is our collection?- In the library we have professional pedagogical, 
psychological, marketing, economic, sociological literature. We have materials about 
educational practice, information about courses and other educational activities, 
professional newspapers, acts of the educational law, magazines of other in-service 



teacher training centers from Poland, publications of National In-Service Teacher 
Training Center and complete offer of educational programmes and manuals of 
various editorials. In our library there is an ample collection of audiovisual materials. 

- Since 11 years we have collaborated with the Section of Pedagogical Information of 
National In-Service Teacher Training Center in Warszawa. We participate in creating 
the Educational Internet Service of National In-Service Teacher Training Center – 
national base of educational information. 

 

The collection of the ŚCDN Library consists of with 13500 books, 1390 magazines, 421 
special units. In 2004 we recorded 1700 visits, 2478 books, 2866 magazines and 210 
video tapes and CD  were given to visitor. We replied to 153 thematic orders by giving 
thematic bibliography. 

  

The German Multimedia Library 

Under the auspices of Goethe Institute in Kraków 

 

- The German Multimedia Library is a modern centre of information for teachers of 
German language in our region. It’s been working in ŚCDN since 2001 under the 
auspices of Goethe Institute in Kraków. 

- The official opening ceremony with participation of representatives of Goethe Institute 
and educational authorities took place in 2002. 

- Our library is the only one with modern didactic materials in our region and one of 
few in the country. 

- Its aim is to support the professional developement of German teachers. Also students 
of Akademia Świętokrzyska and lecturers from higher schools in Kielce make use of 
the German Multimedia Library. 

- There are 170 user of  the library right now. 

- The collections contain materials in German: 

manuals for teaching German for all levels with audiovisual materials 

didactic materials- grammar and vocabulary games, examples of test for certificates of 
Goethe Institute, materials from Landeskunde, literature for the thematic competition 
in German, matura 

educational kit for the youngest ones 

professional magazines 

maps, CD, tapes 

- Every semester there is a “Open day of German Multimedia Library” 

Now the German Multimedia Library has 1319 books, 18 titels of magazines, 593 
special units. 

  

 

The Economic Education Club Library 

 

In 2003 in ŚCDN was created the Economic Education Club within the project “Economics –
there is a hidden treasure in it”. The members of the club are teachers of economics who 
wants to improve their skills and knowledge. 



For them ŚCDN prepared the collections that contain materials that are useful for work of that 
group of teachers. There are collected not only books but also didactic materials, magazines, 
audiovisual materials. The index of books can be found at our website. 

 The Economic Education Library is support we give to economic education which gives 
ideas how to use different sources of knowledge in professional education. 

 

OUR magazine “INSPIRATIONS” 

- It’s been published every two month for 12 years. It’s quite a long time for the 
magazine of that kind and that gives us the right to say that create a history of 
educational literature output in our region. 

- “Inspirations” has a strong position among journals  published by in-service teacher 
training centers in our country. They play an important role in the system of in-service 
teacher training.  

- It’s need of our times that the regional in-service teacher training centre has it’s own 
journal. It’s important communication channel and create the image of our institution 

- The title with characteristic flame presents the understanding of the role of the 
magazine in inspiring the educational environment for changes. The cover of the 
magazine is designed by the students of Art school in Kielce. 

- The fact that we have our own publication on the regional range makes possible: 

-sufficient flow of information about the changes in educational system 

-exchange of information among Ministry of Education, Local Committees , in-service 
teacher training center, educational authorities and schools in the region 

-activating the environment to participate in changes in education and its integration 
around subjects which are important for the system of education 

-dissemination of information about changes in education 

-promotion of the regional in-service teacher training center 

-initiating and disseminating of innovation activities by publishing interesting 
didactic-methodic solutions worked out by teachers 

-supporting the professional promotion of teachers 

-presentation  of new publications  

 
      


